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Abstract
Imagine living in a city where the ground is slowly
sinking under your feet. Now picture this city below sea
level, surrounded by water, and kept dry by a system of
surrounding walls (levees). This is normal life for residents
of New Orleans, a city of over 350,000 people in the US
state of Louisiana built on the original floodplain of the
Mississippi River.
Previous studies showed that New Orleans is slowly sinking
into the ground (Fig. 1), increasing an already high flood

risk from storms like Hurricane Katrina.
Is that really the case? And if so, at what rate is it sinking?
We set out to answer these important questions by using
improved radar technology. We further investigated to
what extent natural or human processes contribute to the
sinking of the city. Our results show that sinking is real and
in some areas worse than previously measured. We also
found that human actions – mainly pumping of ground and
surface water – are worsening the situation.
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Introduction
Coastal cities are facing increased risks of floods all over the
world. River deltas – the area where rivers deposit sediment
before flowing into the ocean or a bay – protect inland areas
from flooding by absorbing the brunt of the waves from storms.
However, deltas are disappearing at an alarming rate. Predicted
sea level rise accompanying global climate change further
increases flood risk. But to what extent are humans themselves
directly contributing to this problem? We picked the Mississippi

River Delta and the city of New Orleans to examine this question.
The Mississippi River stretches from Minnesota to the Gulf of
Mexico, where it forms the Mississippi river delta. Before humans
settled in the area, the naturally occurring sinking of the ground
was offset by natural deposition of sediment by the river as well
as new soil added by decomposing wetland plants and animals.
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However, once people moved in, they built levees (walls made
of earth and/or concrete) to protect the areas from flooding.
In fact, New Orleans is protected by one of the most extensive
levee systems in the world. However, the levees also stopped
the natural deposition of sediment (aka sand or mud) by the
river, causing the elevation of the city and its surroundings to
decline even further. But is this all that is happening?

Previous studies confirmed the sinking of the city of New
Orleans, but they did not have high spatial resolution or try to
evaluate probable causes. In our study, we used a new NASA
radar flown on an aircraft to get additional data from both the
city and some of the industrial areas nearby, to understand at
what rate New Orleans is sinking into the ground, and why.

Methods
We used a technique called InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar) with radar data from UAVSAR to measure
sink rates in and around New Orleans. UAVSAR stands for
“Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar”. It is
essentially a radar mounted on an airplane (Fig. 2). The radar
sends electromagnetic (radio) waves down to the ground. We
then processed the measured reflections (kind of like our ear
hears and our brain processes an echo). By making repeat
flights with UAVSAR and processing via the InSAR technique,
we can calculate changes in distance to (and therefore
changes in the elevation of) the Earth’s surface and its objects
such as trees, buildings, or the ground with the precision of
just a few centimeters!
People have used radar data analyzed by the InSAR method
before. The difference was that the radar systems were usually
mounted on space satellites, not airplanes, and the UAVSAR
radar has a longer wavelength of the electromagnetic waves,
making it better at seeing below vegetation like shrubs, grass,
and trees to measure the movement of the ground. This
gave them less accurate information because the satellites
are so much farther away and the signal impeded by the
vegetation. Our novel technique allowed us to take elevation
measurements about every 6 m (20 feet), providing data even
for single buildings! Pretty impressive given that the airplane
flies roughly 13 km (8 miles) above ground!

Results
Our radar allowed us to create some birds’ eye view maps with
color coded sink rates of New Orleans and some nearby areas
along the Mississippi River (Fig. 3).
Interestingly, we found the highest rates of sinking were near
major industrial areas, such as an oil refinery and chemical plants

We matched each radar beam reflection and resulting elevation
measurement with its exact location on the ground, which
we determined by tracking both the location of the aircraft
with the GPS (= Global Position System) constellation of
instruments and by precisely measuring how the aircraft tilted
(attitude angles of yaw, pitch, and roll). We then compared
two radar measurements taken about 3 years apart (in 2009
& 2012). This allowed us to detect sink rates – changes in
elevation of the area over time.
Finally, we looked at other relevant information for the sinking
areas available from GIS (= Geographic Information System)
data sets, such as soil structure and age, building materials,
to pinpoint the root of the problem.

Figure 2:
UAVSAR, when flown over the same area multiple times,
is uniquely designed to detect tiny changes.

in Norco and Taft, and a power plant and an industrial facility in
Michoud. These areas were sinking up to 50 mm (2 inches) per
year! We also found impressive sinking (10-20 mm a year) near
the Lower 9th Ward, one of the hardest hit area during the major
flooding caused by Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
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Figure 3:
Map of Harahan, Louisiana: using radar data, we
could tell how much has each individual building
subsided. What is the sink rate (aka vertical velocity)
of the buildings in orange in the center of the map?

Discussion
So we showed that New Orleans and surrounding areas were
in fact sinking faster than previously known. But what was the
cause? Both natural and human-induced (called ‘anthropogenic’)
factors could be at play. But how could we disentangle them? In
order to solve this mystery, we examined a lot of different types
of information. (Just like every good detective would do!)
We looked at:
· soil age and composition
· Earth’s movement along faults
· longer term viscous motions of the earth's mantle (on 1,000 to
100,000 years time scale)
· age of built structures
· human actions and behavior.
We concluded that neither plate tectonics (movements of the
Earth crust) nor other geophysical factors (things related to
the property of the Earth) contributed much to the sinking we
observed in the areas showing the highest subsidence rates.

Instead, we realized that human actions were mostly responsible,
specifically the pumping of ground and surface water.
Remember that New Orleans is mostly surrounded by water?
Lake Pontchartrain to the North, the Gulf of Mexico to the South,
and the Mississippi river flows right through it!
And to make (flood) matters worse: most of the city lies about 2
meters (6 feet) below sea level! So it is very prone to flooding,
and people have pumped water out for ages to keep it dry.
Moreover, industries in the area are also extracting large amounts
of groundwater, that is the water contained in the deeper
aquifers below the city. This causes the soil above to fill part of
the space where the water used to be, making the surface above
sink. So it was mostly human action that caused the sinking!
How do we know this for sure? Well, we saw the highest sink
rates right next to pump stations and next to industries, and
were able to exclude other factors such as soil composition and
plate tectonics for these areas. So draining water to stay dry and
extracting it for work actually made the city sink!

Conclusion
In order to better protect coastal cities like New Orleans
from floods, city planners and engineers need to know
accurate sink rates and their likely causes. Our novel radar
technology linked with rigorous data analysis indicates that
human actions, such as pumping ground and surface water
can cause cities to sink, therefore increasing their likelihood
of flooding. Groundwater is naturally recharged by rain, so

careful pumping can prevent permanent subsidence by not
withdrawing so much that the water storage capability of
an aquifer is lost. This shows that when we humans use or
extract a natural resource such as water, we need to try to
fully understand the role this resource plays in nature so
that we can assess the impact of our actions. Otherwise, we
might unknowingly cause the ground under our feet to sink!
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Glossary of Key Terms
Floodplain: An area of land adjacent to a river that stretches from the banks of its channel to the base of the enclosing
valley walls and experiences flooding during periods of high flow discharge
River delta: land that forms at the mouth of a river where it flows into the ocean or the bay through deposition of sediment
Global sea level rise: As our global climate is getting warmer, ice that is trapped on land begins to melt, and causes sea
level rise. Additionally, as the ocean water itself heats up, it expands, and that also causes the sea level to go up. A small
change in sea level such as a single inch can have a huge impact on coastlines, especially if they are low elevation.
UAVSAR: Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar. One of the NASA radar instruments, which is mounted on an
airplane. In this study we used it to measure the change in elevation of the land surface in and near New Orleans.
Radar: an object-detection system that uses radio waves to determine the distance or speed of objects.
Levee: a human made wall to prevent flooding by a river or other body of water. Natural levees can also form along water
channels
Subsidence: the gradual sinking of an area of land

Check your understanding
1
2

How deep will the industrial areas in Norco near New Orleans have sunk 10 years from now if they keep
sinking at the current rate?
In this paper, our research shows that human water extraction caused most of the sinking of New
Orleans. Can you think of two other ways that could be responsible for sinking of cities or landscapes?
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Describe two mechanisms that cause sea levels to rise.
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What is the difference between this study and previous studies of sink (subsidence) rates in New Orleans?

5

Our elevation measurements are done by radar in this study, which emits radio waves to detect elevation
changes in landscapes. Can you think of detection systems that emits sounds waves instead? Which animals
use such a system for catching prey or finding their way around?
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